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https://vimeo.com/531341354

https://vimeo.com/531341354
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Adèle celebrates her coming home to Paris with a great ball organized by her parents in 
her honor. Pierre, one of the guests, will change the course of the party.
Each group pf spectators will participate together, after choosing their CHANEL costume, 
to a love story unfolding in three acts. They will be guided physically by the principal 
characters played by the dancers.
The journey will take the audience through a virtual and fantastic universe, with three 
main locations to party : A monumental Ballroom, a magical garden party, and a Parisian 
club.

Breathtaking transitions are staged on a lake and aboard a train.
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When a few years ago, I started dreaming up this project to create the first virtual 
reality immersive live dance show for 10 spectators and 3 dancers, to be performed 
up to five times simultaneously, I knew challenges would be many, artistic ones, 
technical ones and economical ones. What I could not foresee, was that a 
worldwide pandemic would completely upset the conditions for such a 
performance, and even slow down the electronics component supply chain I 
needed for the technical equipments. Today, I'm very happy that I succeeded, to 
look back on what I achieved and to have a result so close to the goals I had set, all 
thanks to the support and collaboration of extraordinary partners.
The presence of dancers, the festive mood from music and songs, choice of 
avatars, of language, and a story everybody can follow, make it an experience 
suitable for all audiences, an unmatched creative entertainment in the world. One 
that reveals the potential of VR technology, above the level so far reached. A true 
feast in Virtual Reality
For the subject, I was inspired from the beginning by traditional operettas and 
fantastic musicals, but I ended up rewriting an original script transposed in unreal 
and timeless space time, at the same time retrofururistic, classical, contemporary 
and above all, hallucinating.
The participation of talents such as Vincent Chazal for the visual creation direction, 
Tao Gutierrez for the musical direction and composition, the VR team from 
BackLight Studio, and the CHANEL team, allowed me to create a totally original 
experience, faithful to my dreams, together with the support from an incredible 
diversity of partners which I convinced to get on board with me : Fabrique 
d’images, Actrio, Epic Mega Grant, Hewlett Packard, HTC Vive Arts, Media Europe 
Creative, Film Fund Luxembourg, and of course, French CNC. This project could 
never had seen life without the energy and trust on a daily basis form the team of 
Blanca Li Company.
Last but not least, Los Teatros del Canal took the challenge to program the avant 
premiere run of a show that had never been performed, during the pandemic, and 
i could test in full scale the capacity and viability of the technical model, with 
4,000 spectators, many of them who had their first experience in VR at a 
groundbreaking scale.
I can't wait to share with you this project that I dreamt of for so long.
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Composed and directed by TAO GUTIERREZ

In Le Bal de Paris de Blanca Li, the music plays a very important 
role. The songs tell the story and convey the characters' feelings. 
The music sets the mood for the three acts of the show, and also 
creates moments for the public to dance, following the dancers 
and interacting within the show in an unique way. During all of 
the three acts, the music defines the characters and the story.
In the first act, we hear the sounds of a classical waltz orchestra 
recreating the music played at the large ballrooms in the middle 
of the XIX century. For this act, the music was recorded in Berlin, 
with the Babelsberg Film Orchestra.
The second act occurs in a garden with an small gypsy band 
playing from the band stand. The mood is festive and inspired in 
balkan gypsy music. The recording of the gypsy band songs was 
made in Madrid, on the original score composed by Tao 
Gutierrez.
For the third act, set in a Parisian cabaret, the music draws you 
toward a wild Cancan played by a jazz big band that makes the 
audience dance, clap and laugh, for a special moment. The music 
for the third act was also recorded in Berlin, with the Omniversal 
Earkestra.

All songs are recorded and available in French, English and 
Spanish ; Chinese and German versions are coming next.
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https://www.lebaldeparisdeblancali.com/en

https://www.lebaldeparisdeblancali.com/en

